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YDPU2.E255532 - TUBING, EXTRUDED INSULATING -
COMPONENT

Tubing, Extruded Insulating - Component
 
See General Information for Tubing, Extruded Insulating - Component
 
TAIWAN YUN LIN ELECTRONIC CO LTD E255532
361-1 SHANJIN RD, SEC 1
YUANLIN JEN
CHANGHUA, TAIWAN

Cat. 
No.

Max V 
rms

Max Oper 
Temp, °C

Color 
Recognized

Oil-resistance 
Class[a]

VW-1 
Rated[b]

Heat shrinkable Polyolefin tubing with meltable adhesive liner

AIS, AIS 2X, AIS 3X, AIS 4X 600 125 BK - Yes

Flexible heat shrinkable Polyolefin tubing with meltable liner

AIS-C 600 125 All except clear - No

Flexible heat shrinkable Polyolefin tubing

C5, C2 600 125 All colors except clear - Yes

G5 (CTMS/TMS) 600 125 All except clear - Yes

G5-CB 300 125 All except clear - Yes

Heat shrinkable irradiation cross linked modified Fluoropolymer

HTK150 600 150 BK, CL - Yes

Not heat shrinkable PVC tubing

NSPVC 600 105 All - Yes
[a] - Tubing is considered to comply with the optional Oil Resistance requirements only if authorized in the above
table and marked "Oil Resistant" (or "Oil Res"), followed by the class (01, 02 or 03).

[b] - Tubing is considered to comply with the optional VW-1 flammability requirements only if authorized in the above
table and if so marked.

 

Marking: Company name or trademark  , catalog designation, inside diameter (before and after

recovery for heat-shrinkable tubing), voltage rating, temperature rating in degrees celsius, date of manufacture (or
traceable code) and the Recognized Component Mark,  printed on tags attached to both ends of the tubing or
printed on the shipping spool label or smallest unit container in which the product is packaged.
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified
have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be
considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.

UL permits the reproduction of the material contained in the Online Certification Directory subject to the following
conditions: 1. The Guide Information, Assemblies, Constructions, Designs, Systems, and/or Certifications (files) must
be presented in their entirety and in a non-misleading manner, without any manipulation of the data (or drawings). 2.
The statement "Reprinted from the Online Certifications Directory with permission from UL" must appear adjacent to
the extracted material. In addition, the reprinted material must include a copyright notice in the following format: "©
2019 UL LLC"


